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It is now widely accepted that GNP is
reasonably characterized as a unit root pro-
cess: a positive innovation in GNP should

lead one to revise upward one's forecast on

GNP for all horizons. Following the influ-
ential work of Charles Nelson and Charles
Plosser (1982), this statistical characteriza-
tion has been recorded and refined by nu-
merous authors including John Campbell and
N. Gregory Mankiw (1987a), Peter Clark
(1987, 1988), John Cochrane (1988), Francis
Diebold and Glenn Rudebusch (1988),
George Evans (1987), and Mark Watson
(1e86).

How should this finding affect one's views
about macroeconomic fluctuations? Were
there only one type of disturbance in the
economy, then the implications of these
findings would be straightforward. That dis-
turbance would affect the economy in a way
characterized by estimated univariate-mov-
ing average representations, such as those
given by Campbell and Mankiw. The prob-
lem would simply be to find out what this
disturbance was, and why its dynamic effects
had the shape that they did. The way to
proceed would be clear.

*Both authors ue with the Economics Department,
MIT, Cambridge MA 02139, and the NBER. We thank
Stanley Fischer, Julio Rotemberg, Mark Walson for
belpful discussions, md tbe NSF for finmcial assis-
tance. We ue also grateful for the comments of two
anonymous referees and of participants at ar NBER
Economic Fluctuations meeting, mi for the hospitality
ot the MIT Statistics Cenrer.
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The Dynamic Effects of Aggregate Demand and

Supply Disturbances

By Ouvrrn JreN BreucHARD AND D,q'Nhtv QulH*

We interpret fuctuations in GNP and unentployment as due to two types of
dislurbances: disturbances that haue a permanent efecl on output and dislur-
bances that do not. We interPret the first as supply disturbances, the second as

demand disturbances. Demand disturbances haue a lruntp-shaped mirror'image

ffia on outpul and unemployment. The efect ol supply disturbances on outPut

increases steadily ouer lime, peaking afier two years and reaching a plateau after

fiue years.

However, if GNP is affecred by more than
one type of disturbance, as is lilely, the

interpretation becomes more difficult. In that
case, the univariate-moving average repre-
sentation of output is some combination of
the dynamic response of output to each of
the disturbances. The work in Stephen

Beveridge and Nelson (1981), Andrew Har-
vey (1985), and Watson (1986) can be viewed

as early attempts to Bet at this issue.l
To proceed, given the possibility that out-

put may be affected by more than one type
of disturbance, one can impose a priori re-

strictions on the response of output to each

of the disturbances, or one can exploit infor-
mation from macroeconomic variables other
than GNP. In addition to the work named

above, Clark (1987) has also used the first
approach. This paper adopts the second, and
considers the joint behavior of output and

unemployment. Campbell and Mankiw
(1987b), Clark (1988), and Evans (1987) have

also taken this approach. Our analysis differs
mainly in its choice of identifying restric-

f{s will become clear, our work differs from these in
that we wish to examine the dynamic effects of distur-
bances lhat have permment effects; such issues cmnot
be addressed by studies that restrict the Permanent
component to be a rmdom walk. In other work, one of
us hm chuacterized the effects of different Parmetric
specifications (such as lag length restrictions, a rational
form for the lag distribution) for the question of the

relative importance of permanen( md transitory com'
ponents. See Quah (1988).
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tions; as we shall argue, we find our restric-

tions more aPPealing than theirs'

Our approath is conceptually straightfor-

ward. We'assume that there are two kinds of

disturbances, each uncorrelated with the

other, and that'neither has a long-run effect

on unemployment' We assume however that

the first hu, u long-tun eflect on output while

the second does not. These assumptions are

sufficient to iust identify the two types of

disturbances, and their dynamic eflects on

output and unemPloYment.

Whil. th. disturbances are defined by the

identification restrictions, we believe that

thev can be given a simple economic inter-

preiation. Namely, we interpret.the distur-

Lances that have a temporary effect on out-

put as being mostly demand disturbances,

and those that have a permanent effect on

output as mostly supply disturbances' We

oreient a simple model in which this inter-
'oretation is warranted and use it to discuss

ihe justiflcation for, as well as the [mitations
of. this interpretation.

Under these identification restrictions and

this economic interpretation, we obtain the

following characterization of fluctuations:

demand disturbances have a hump-shaped

effect on both output and unemployment;

the effect peaks after a year and vanishes

after two to three years. Up to a scale factor,

the dvnamic effect on unemployment of de-

mand disturbances is a mirror image of that

on output. The effect of supply disturbances

on ouiput increases steadily over time, to
reach a peak after two years and a plateau

after five years. "Favorable" supply distur-

bances may initially increase unemployment'

This is foilowed by a decline in unemploy-

ment, with a slow return over time to its

orisinal value.
frhil" thit dynamic characterization is

fairlv sharp. the data are not as specific as to

the ielative contributions of demand and

supplv disturbances to output fluctuations'

On itr. on. hand, we find that the time-series

of demand-determined output fluctuations,

that is the time-series of output constructed

by putting all supply disturbance realiza-

tioni equil to zero, has peaks- and troughs

which ioincide with most of the NBER
troughs and peaks. But, when we turn to

variance decompositions of output at vanous

horizons, we flnd that the respective contri-
butions of supply and demand disturbances

are not precisely estimated. For instance, at

a forecait horizon of four quarters, we find

that, under alternative assumptions, the con-

tribution of demand disturbances ranges

from 40 percent to over 95 Percent
The rest of the paper is organized as fol-

lows. Section I analyzes identiflcation, and

Section II discusses our economic interpreta-

tion of the disturbances. Section III dis-

cusses estimation, and Section IV charac-

terizes the dynamic effects of demand and

supply disturbances on output and unem-

ployment. Section V characterizes the rela-

iive contributions of demand and supply

disturbances to fluctuations in output and

unemployment.

I. Identification

In this section, we show how our assump-

tions characterize the process followed by

output and unemployment, and how this

protess can be recovered from the data.- 
We make the following assumptions. There

are two types of disturbances affecting un-

employment and output. The first has no

long-run effect on either unemployment or

output. The second has no long-run effect on

unemployment, but may have a long-run
effect-on output. Finally, these two distur-

bances are uniorrelated at all leads and lags.

These restrictions in effect define the two

disturbances. As indicated in the introduc-
tion, and discussed at length in the next

section, we will refer to the first as demand

disturbances, and to the second as supply

disturbances. How we name the disturbances
however is irrelevant for the argument of

this section.
The demand and supply components de-

scribed above are permitted to be serially

correlated. Under regularity conditions, each

of these components can always be uniquely

represented is an invertible distributed lag

of serially uncorrelated disturbances. Thus,

we can refer to the associated serially uncor-

related disturbances as the demand and sup-

ply disturbances themselves: this is without
amtiguity or loss of generality. We will then

j
;

also require a further technical condition:
the innovations in the bivariate Wold de-

composition of output growth and unem-
ployment are linear combilations of these

underlying demand and supply disturbances.
We now derive the joint process followed

by output and unemployment implied by
our assumptions. Let Y and U denote the

logarithm of GNP and the level of the unem-
ployment rate, respectively, and let e, and

e, be the two disturbances. Let X be the
vector (AY, U)' and e be the vector of dis-

turbances (er,e")'. The assumptions above
imply that X follows a stationary process
given by:

(1) xQ): e(o)e(t)+,t(r)e(t *r)+ ...

:ie(il,(t-il,
j=0

Var(e) = '1'

where the sequence of matrices ,4 is such
that its upper left-hand entry, atU), j:
1,2,..., sums to zero.

Equation (1) grves Y and U as distributed
lags of the two disturbances, e4 and e,.
Since these two disturbances are assumed to
be uncorrelated, their variance covariance
matrix is diagonal; the assumption that the
covariance matrix is the identity is then sim-
piy a convenient normalization. The contem-
poraneous effect of e on X is grven by,4(0);
subsequent lag effects are given by A(j),
7 > 1. As X has been assumed to be station-
ary, neither disturbance has a long-run effect
on either unemployment, U, or the rate of
change in output, AY. The restriction
fi-oarr(/):0 impties that e, also has no
effect on the leuel of Y itself. To see why
this is, notice that a,,(j) is the effect of e,

9l AY after j periods, and therefore,
Lj-oarr("t) is the effect of e, on Y itself
alter k periods. For e, to have no effect on
Y in thi long run, wd must have then that
Ii-oa',(7):0.

We now show how to recover this repre-
sentation from the data. Since X is station-
ary, it has a Wold-moving average represen-

tation:

(2) xQ) = v(t)+ c(r)v(t - 1)+ '

:ic(il,(,-il,
j=0

Var(z) = I'

This moving averuEe representation is unique
and can be obtained by first estimating and
then inverting the vector autoregressive rep-
resentation of X in the usual way.

Comparing equations (1) and (2) we see

that z, the vector of innovations, and e, the
vector of original disturbances, are related
by v= A(O)e, and that A(j):C(j)A(0),
for all 7. Thus knowledge of l(0) allows one
to recover e trom v, and similarly to obtain
A(j) trom C(j).

Is l(0) identified? An informal argument
suggests that it is. Equations (1) and (2)
imply that l(0) satisfies: l(0)l(0)':0, and
that the upper left-hand entry in DToA(j)
: (Ii=sC(7)A(0) is 0. Given 0, ihe first
relatibn imposes tfuee restrictions on the
four elements of l(0); given Ii-oC(7), the
other implication imposes a fourth restric-
tion. This informal argument is indeed cor-
rect. A rigorous and constructive proof,
which we actually use to obtain l(0) is as

follows: Let S denote the unique lower tri-
angular Choleski factor of 0. Any matrix
l(0) such that l(0)l(0)'= 0 is an orthonor-
mal transformation of ,S. The restriction that
the upper left-hand entry in (I7-oC(r)),a(0)
be equal to 0 is an orthogonality restriction
that then uniquely determines this orthonor-
mal transformation.2

2Norice that identification is achieved by a long-run
restriction. This raises a knolty technical issue. Without
precise prior knowledge of lag lengths, inference and
restrictions on the kind of long-run behavior we
are inlerested in here is delicatc. See for instance
Christopher Sims (19?2); we are extrapolating here from
Sims's results which assume strictly exogenous regres-
sors. Similar problems may arise in the VAR case,

although the results of Kenneth Berk (1974) suggest

otheruise. Nevertheless, we can generalize our long-run
restriction to one that applies to some neighborhood of

.i
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In summary, our procedure is as follows.

We first estimate a vector autoregressive rep-

resentation for X, and invert it to obtain
(2). We then construct the matrix l(0); and

use this to obtain A(i) = C(i)A(0),
j :0,\,2,..., and e,: A1o1-tv,t This gives

output and unemployment as functions of
crrient and past demand and supply distur-
bances.

II. InterPretation

Interpreting residuals in small dimen-

sional systems as "structural" disturbances

is always perilous, and our interpretation of
disturbances as supply and demand distur-
bances is no exception. We discuss various

issues in turn.
Our interpretation of disturbances with

permanent effects as supply disturbances,

and of disturbances with transitory effects as

demand disturbances is motivated by a tra-

ditional Keynesian view of fluctuations. For
illustrative purposes, as well as to focus the

discussion below, we now provide a simple

model which delivers those implications' The

model is a variant of that in Stanley Fischer
(1.e77):

(3) r(t) = u(t)- P(t)+ a'o(t),

(4) r(r):tu(r)+o(t),

(5) P(t):w(t)- 0(t),

(6) w(t) =wl{E,-tN(t) - N).

The variables Y, N, and d denote the 1og of
output, employment, and productivity, re-

spec-ljvely. Full employment is represented

by N; and P, W, and M are the log of the

price level, the nominal wage, and the money
supply.

Equation (3) states that aggregate demand
is a function of real balances and productiv-

ity. Notice that productivity is allowed to
affect aggregate demand directly; it can do
so through investment demand for example,
in which case a > 0. Equation (4) is the
production function: it relates output, em-
ployment, and productivity, and assumes a

constant returns-to-scale techlology. Equa-
tion (5) describes price-setting behavior, and
gives the price level as a function of the

nominal wage and of productivity. Finally
the last equation, (6), characterizes wage-set-

ting behavior in the economy: the wage is

chosen one period in advance, and is set so

as to achieve (expected) full employment.
To close the model, we need to specify

how M and d evolve. We assume that they
follow:

u(t): u(t -t)+ eoQ),

0(t): 0(t - 1) + e,(r),

where e, and e, are the serially uncorrelated
and pairwise orthogonal demand and supply
disturbances. Define unemployment U to be
N - N; solving for unemployment and out-
put growth then gives:

LY:eoQ)-er(t-7)

+ a.(e"(t)- e,(r -t)) + e,(r),

u = - eoQ)- a'e,(t).

These two equations clearly satisfy the re-
strictions in equation (1) of the previous
section. Due to nominal rigidities, demand
disturbances have short-run effects on out-
put and unemployment, but these effects dis-
appear over time. In the long run, only sup-
ply, that is, productivity disturbances here,
affect output. Neither of the disturbances
have a long-run impact on unemployment.

This model is clearly only illustrative.
More complex wage and price dynamics,
such as in John Taylor (1980), will also

satisfy the long-run properties embodied in
equation (1). This model is nevertheless a

useful vehicle to discuss the limitations of
our interpretation of permanent and transi-
tory disturbances.

Granting our interpretation of these dis-
turbances as demand and supply distur-
bances, one may nevertheless question the
assumption that the two disturbances are
uncorrelated at all leads and lags. We think
of this as a nonissue. The model makes clear
that this orthogonality assumption does not
eliminate for example the possibility that
supply disturbances directly affect aggregate
demand. Put another way, the assumption
that the two disturbancei are uncorrelated
does not restrict the channels through which
demand and supply disturbances affect out-
put and unemployment.

Again granting our interpretation of these
disturbances as demand and supply distur-
bances, one may argue that even demand
disturbances have a long-run impact on out-
put: changes in the subjective discount rate,
or changes in flscal policy may well affect the
savings rate, and subsequently the long-run
capital stock and output. The presenCe of
increasing returns, and of learning by doing,
also raise the possibfity that demand distui-
bances may have some long-run effects. Even
if not, their effects throughlapital accumula-

!to,l may be sufficiently long lasting as to be
indistinguishable from truf perminent ef-
fects in a flnite data sample. We agree that
demand disturbances may well hive such
long-run effects on output. However, we also
believe that if so, thosi long-run .fe.t, ur.
small compared to those oi supply disrur-
bances. To the extent that this is true then,
our decomposition is ',nearly correct,, in the
following sense: in a sequence of economies
where the size of the long-run effect of de-
mand disturbances becomes arbitrarily small
relative to that of supply, the correct identi-
Iylng scheme approaches that which we ac-
tually use. This risult is proven in the techni-
cal appendix.

This raises a flnal set of issues, one inher-
ent in the estimation and interpretation of
any. low-dimensional dynamic system. It is
txely.that there are in fact many sources of
drsturbances, each with different dynamic
effects on output and on unemployment,
rather than only t*o as we assume here.
uertainly if there are many supply distur-
bances, some with permanent and others
wlth transitory effects on output, together

with many demand disturbances, some with
permanent and others with transitory effects,
and if they all play an equally inrportant role
in aggregate fluctuations, our deComposition
is likely to be meaningless. A more interest-
ing case is that where all the supply distur-
bances have permanent output effects, and
where all the demand disturbances have only
transitory output effects. One may then hope
that, in this case, what we present as "thi"
demand shock represents an average of the
dynamic effects of the diflerent shocks (in
the sense of Clive Granger and M. J. Morris,
7976, f.or example), and similarly for supply
shocks. This however is not true in general: a
simple counterexample that illustrates this is
provided in the technical appendix. How-
ever, we also present in the appendix neces-
sary and sufficient conditions such that an
aggregation proposition does hold. Those
conditions will be satisfied if for instance,
the economy is subject to only one supply
disturbance but many demand disturbances,
where each of the demand disturbances has
different dynamic effects on output, but all
the demand disturbances leave unaffected
the dynamic relation between output and
unemployment. That demand disturbances
should leave the relation between output and
unemployment nearly unaffected is highly
plausible. That the economy is subject to
only one, or at least to one dominant, source
of supply disturbances is more questionable.
If there are many supply disturbances of
roughly equal importance, and if, as is likely,
each of them affects the dynamic relation
between unemployment and output, our de-
composition is likely to be meaningless.

In summary, our interpretation of the dis-
turbances is subject to various caveats. Nev-
ertheless we believe that interpretation to be
reasonable and useful in understanding the
results below. We now briefly discuss the
relation of our paper to others on the same
topic. We first examine how our approach
relates to the business-cycle-versus-trend dis-
tinction.

Following estimation, we can construct
two output series, a series reflecting only the
effects of supply disturbances, obtained by
setting all realizations of the demand distur-
bances to zero, and a series reflecting only

frequency zero, instead of just a restriction at the Point
zero. Under appropriate regularity conditions, we can

show that our results are the limit of those from that
kind of restriction, c the neighborhmd shrin-ks to zero.
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the effects of demand disturbances, obtained

by setting supply realizations to zero. By

construction, the first series, the supply com-

ponent of output, will be nonstationary while
-the 

second, the demand component, is sta-

tionarv.3
A siandard distinction in describing out-

put movements is the "business cycle versus

irend" distinction. While there is no stan-

dard definition of these components, the

trend is usually taken to be that part of
output that would realize, were all prices

oeriectly flexible; business cycles are then

iaken to be the dynamics of actual output
around its trend.a

It is tempting to associate the first series

we construCt with the "trend" component of
outDut and the second series with the "busi-
nesi cycle" component. In our view, that

association is unwarranted. lf prices are in
fact imperfectly flexibie, deviations from
trend will arise not only from demand dis-

turbances, but also from supply distur-

bances: business cycles will occur due to

both supply and demand disturbances. Put

another way, supply disturbances will affect

both the business cycle and the trend com-
ponent. Identifying separately business cy-

cles and trend is likely to be difficult, as the

two u,ill be correlated through their joint
dependence on current and past supply dis-

turbances.
With this discussion in mind, we now re-

view the approaches to identification used by

others.
Campbell and Mankiw (1987b) assume the

existence of two types of disturbances,

lThere is a lechnical subtlety here: strictly speaking,

the fact that the sum of coefficients apProaches zero is a

necessary but not sumcient condition for the denrand

component to be stationary. However it tums out to be

suffiiient when unemployment md output growth re
individually ARMA processes. This is proven in Quah
(r 988).' aA precise definition would obviously bc tricky bur is

not necdcd for our ugument. In models with imperfect

information, this would be the path of outPut, absent

imoerfect information. In models with nominal rigidi'
tiei. this would be the path of output, absent nominal

rigidities. in models that assume market clearing and

perfect information, such as in Edu'ard Prescott (1987),

ihe distinction between business cycles and trend is not

a uselul one.

" trend" and "cycie" disturbances, which are

assumed to be uncorrelated. Their identify-
ing restriction is then that trend disturbances

do not affect unemployment. The discussion

above suggests that this assumPtion of zero

correlation between cycle and trend compo-
nents is unattractive; if their two distur-
bances are instead reinterpreted as supply
and demand disturbances, respectively, the

identifying restriction that supply distur-
bances do not affect unemployment is equally
unattractive.

Clark (1988) also assumes the existence of
" trend" and "cycle" disturbances, and also

assumes that "trend" disturbances do not
affect unemployment but allows for contem-
poraneous correlation between trend and cy-

cle disturbances. While this may be seen as

an improvement over Campbell and Mankiw,
it still severely constrains the dynamic effects

of disturbances on output and unemploy-
ment in ways that are difficult to interpret.

The paper closest to ours is that of
Evans (1987). Evans assumes two distur-
bances, "unemployment" and "output" dis-
turbances, which can be reinterpreted as

supply and demand disturbances, respec-

tively. By assuming the existence of a re-

duced form identical to equation (2) above,

he also assumes that neither supply nor de-

mand disturbances have a long-run effect on

unemployment, but that both may have a

long-run effect on the level of output. How-
ever, instead of using the long-run restriction
that we use here, he assumes that supply
disturbances have no contemporaneous ef-

fect on output. We flnd this restriction less

appealing as a way of achieving identifica-
tion; it should be clear however that our
paper builds on Evans' work.

III. Estimation

We need to confront one final problem
before estimation. The representation we use

in Section I assumes that both the level of
unemployment and the first difference of the

logarithm of GNP are stationary around
given levels. Postwar-U.S. data however sug-

gest instead both a small but steady increase

in the average unemployment rate over the

sample, as well as a decline in the average
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srowth rate of GNP since the mid-1970s.5

ihis raises two issues.

The first is that our basic assumptions

may be wrong in fundamental ways. For
instance, unemployment might in fact be

nonstationary, and affected even in the long
rtrn by demand and supply disturbances.
This is predicted by models with a "hyster-
esis" effect, as developed in Blanchard and
Lawrence Summers (1986), and used by them
to explain European unemployment. This
property also obtains in some recent growth
models with increasing returns to scale,
where changes in the savings rate may affect
not only the level but also the growth rate of
output. While we cannot claim that such
effects are not present here, we are willing to
assume that their importance is minimal, for
the period and the economy at hand.

Next, there is the issue of how to handle
the apparent time trend in unemployment,
and the apparent slowdown in growth since
the mid-1970s. There is no clean solution for
this, and we take an eclectic approach.6 To
focus the discussion, we present as a base
case the results from estimation allowing for
a change in the growth rate of output, and
for a secular increase in the unemployment
rate, as captured by a fitted-linear time-trend
regression line. There are three other cases of
interest: (a) there is no change in the growth
rate of output, but there is a secular change
in the unemployment rare; (b) there is no
secular trend in the unemployment rate, but
there is a break in the average growth rate of
output; and finally, (c) rhere is neither a
change in the growth rate of output nor a
secular change in the unemployment rate.

A VAR system in real GNP growth (AI)
and the unemployment rate (U), allowing

'Th. in.."ar. in the unemployment rate, somctimes
a.ttributed to dcmographic chmges, is evident even in
the relatively homogenous labor group on u,hich we
Iocus our attention. We use the seasonally adjusted
unemployment rale for Ma]es, age 20 and orer. This is
llom the U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau o[ Labor
Statistics (BLS), 1982, and BLS Tabie A-39, February
lssues.

^. 
6See 

for example Pierre Perron (1987) and Lawrence
Cbristiano (1988) on rhe starisrical evidence for md
agtunst a break in average growth over the postwar
penod.

for eight lags is estimated using observations
from 1950:2 through 7987:4.1 The GNP data
are quarterly; the monthly unemployment
data are averaged to provide quarterly obser-
vations. Evans (1987) has estimated essen-
tially the same bivariate VAR representa-
tion, although he uses instead the aggregate
civilian unemployment rate. He has also
tested the stationarity assumptions that we
use here. The properties of the VAR repre-
sentation and of the moving average repre-
sentation found by direct inversion do not
have any meaning within our framework, so
we do not discuss those further here.

The mean growth rates for output are 3.62
percent and 2.43 percent, at an annual rate,
over 1948:2 through 1973:4, and 79'74:l
through 1987:4, respectively. This break
point is chosen to coincide with the flrst
OPEC oil shock. The fitted-time-trend re-
gression coefficient for the unemployment
rate series is 0.019, which implies a iecular
increase of 2.97 percentage points over the
sample period. When we allow for a change
in the output growth, we simply remove the
different sample means before estimating the
vector autoregression; similarly when we al-
iow for a secular change in the unemploy-
ment rate, the fitted-trend line is removed
before VAR analysis.

It turns out that the results for cases (a)-(c)
are qualitatively similar to those for the base
case. More precisely, the moving average
responses to demand and supply distur-
bances are sufficiently close to those of the
base case in their main features; the princi-
pal differences lie in the magnitudes of the
responses. These differences are notable only
in forecast error variance decompositions;
we will therefore present four such decom-
position tables for the different cases below.
Because of the similarity in the other quali-
tative features however, and to conserve
space, we will present results for the impuise

TEstimation with twelve lags produced little differ
ence in the results. We also cxperimented with omitting
the first live years, as the Korean War experience seemed

anomalous. Again, the empirical results remain practi-
cally unchanged.
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responses and his^torical decompositions only

for the base case.6

We turn next to the dynamic effects of

demand and suPPlY disturbances'

IV. Dynamic Effects of Demand and Supply

Disturbances

The dynamic effects of demand and sup-

olv disturbances are reported in Figures 1

lrA Z. fn. vertical axes in Figures 1 and 2

denote simultaneously the log of output and

the rate of unemployment; the horizontal

axis denotes time in quarters' Figures 3-6
orovide the same information, but now with

tne standard deviation bands around the

ooint estimates.e
Demand disturbances have a hump-shaped

effect on output and unemployment' Their

effects peak after two to four quarters. The

effects of demand then decline to vanish

after about three to five years. The responses

in output and unemployment are mirror im-

aees of each other; we return to this aspect

oi the results below after discussing the ef-

fects of supply disturbances'
The outpuf response is smallest when the

raw data ire used, without allowing for a

break or a secular change in unemployment

(case c, not shown); it also decays the most

iapidly in this case. Once a change in the

auirage growth rate of output is allowed, the

treatment of possible secular changes in un-

employment seems to be relatively unimpor-

tani fbr the responses to demand distur-

bances.
These dvnamic effects are consistent with

a traditional view of the dynamic effects of

^gg..gri. 
d...nd on output and unemploy- and. wages leads the economy back to equi-

#int,"in which movemenis in aggregate de- librium'

*,"i il,riJ,p *tl tt. 
^a:"ii*Eit 

Jrf.i..' 
,r:"Y:,'r"!i;!r1ffiff.H11^13,?['ii,,]""1,1?
time. In the base case, the peak response is

about eight times the initial effect and takes
sThe other graphs re available from the authors place after eight quarters. The effect de-

upon request. creases to stabilize eventually. For good sta- 
I

,r.'$r::s,:'"11'JilT.""r',#:HiTi'J:f'ilJf.T tistical,reasons,^.t^1' fl9-?:l:pact 
is im'

deviarions in each direction, 
"".r 

,;d0";;;;;;;J; precisely estimated. The dynamic response

cations, Thus the bmds reed Dot be md indeed ue not in unemployment is quite different: a posi- 
ir

symmetric,Byconstruction,they-wiIlofcourseneces-tivesupp1ydisturbance(thatis'asupply

ff:iy.:X'*::;5,Xr"f;::Hlff'J,?'ftrl';ffi"'ii,,1; aisturuiic! that has a positive rong-run er-

rhe empirical distribution "r,n. 
veit'iir"""iffi."*" fect on output) initiatly increases unemploy- 
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output needed to maintain constant unem-
ployment; real wage rigidities can explain
why increases in productivity can lead to a

decline in unemployment after a few quar-
ters which persists until real wages have
caught up with the new higher level of pro-
ductivity.

Figures 7 and 2 also shed interesting light
on the relation between changes in unem-
ployment and output known as Okun's law.
The textbook value of Okun's coefficient is

about 2.5. Under our interpretation, this co-
efficient is a mongrel coefficient, as the joint
behavior of output and unemployment de-
pends on the type of disturbance affecting
the economy. In the case of demand distur-
bances, Figure 1 suggests that there is indeed
a tight relation between output and unem-
ployment. At the peak responses, the graph
suggests an implied coefficient between out-
put and uremployment that is slightly greater
than 2. In the case of supply disturbances,

1.40

1.00

1.20

0.80

0.40

0.30

0.20

0.10

0.00

-o.lo+

-o rol
Ftcunr 4. Ourprrr REspoNsE To Supply

ment slightly. Followiag this increase, the
effect is reversed after a few quarters, and
unemployment slowly returns to its original
steady-state value. The dynamic effects of a
supply disturbance on unemployment are
largely over by about five years.

The qualitative results are similar across
all alternative treatments of breaks and time
trends. The only significant difference ap-
pears in the initial unemployment response
to demand disturbances: in the case when
neither break nor time trend is permitted,
the.response is initially negative rither than
posltlve as in the base case. The one stan-
dard deviation band does however include
positive values.

The response of unemployment and out-
put are suggestive of the presence of rigidi-
tres, both nominal and real. Nominal rigidi-
ties can explain why in response to a poiitive
lupply shock, say an increase in productiv-
ItY, aggregate demand does not initially
lncrease enough to match the increase in

0.10 7
Ioon@
0 t0- _20v 30 40

-0, t0



there is no such close relation between out-

put and unemployment. In the short. run'

butput increases, unemployment may rlse or

falli in the long run' outPut remains higher

whereas-by issumption-unemployment
returns to iti i*tiat value, In the intervening

neriod. unemployment and output devia-
'iion, ,t. of opposite sign. At the peak re-

ioont.t. Fisuri'2 suggests an implied coef-

n'"i.nt siieh-tlv exceedlng four, higher in ab-

solute vaiue-than Okun's coefficient' That

the absolute value of the coefficient is higher

ior supplv disturbances than for demand

disturbinies is exactly what we expect' Sup-

nlv disturbances are likely to affect the rela-

iion between output and employment, and

to increase outpufwith little or no change in

employment.

V. Relative Contributions of Demand and

SuPPIY Disturbances'

Having shown the dynamic effects of each

tvoe of d-isturbance, the next step is to assess

t"heir relative contribution to fluctuations in

outDut and unemployment. We do this in
t*o *^rt. The flrsi is'informal, and entails a

.ornpu.iton of the historical time-series of

the demand component of output to the

NBER ckonology of business cycles' The

second examines variance decompositions of

output and unemployment in demand and

supply disturbances at various horizons'

A. Demand Disturbances and NBER
Business CYcles

From estimation of the joint process for
outDut and unemployment, and our identify-

ing restrictions, we'can form the "demand

"oirpon.ntt" 
of output and unemployment'

Theie are the time paths of outPut and un-
'emolovment that would have obtained in the

aUsence of supply disturbances' Similarly, by

setting demand innovations to zero, we can

n.nerire the time-series of "supply compo-

ients" in output and unemployment' From

the identifying restriction that demand dis-

turbances have no long'run effect on output,

the resulting series of the demand compo-

nent in the level of output is stationary' By

the same token, both the demand and supply

FrcuR.E 8. Ourpur FLucrueuoNs DUE To

DEMAND

components of unemployment are station-

arv.
ihe time-series for these components are

presented in Figures 7 ttuough 10. Superim-

iosed on thesJ time series are the NBER
oeaks and troughs. Peaks are drawn as verti-

ial lines abovJ the horizontal axis, troughs

as vertical lines below the axis.

The peaks and troughs of the demand

componint in output match closely the

NBER peaks and troughs' The two reces-

sions of 1974-79'15 and 1979-1980 deserve

special mention. Our decomposition at-

tiibutes them in about equal proportions to

adverse supply and demand disturbances'

This is best'shown by giving the estimated

values of the supply and demand innova-

tions over these pdribds. These are collected

in Table 1. Thi recession of 1974-75 is

therefore explained by an initial string of

negative supply distuibances, and then of
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TABLE 1-DEMAND AND SuppLy INNovATroNsa
Bese Ceseb

Quarter Demmd (Percent) Supply (Percent)5.00

4.00

3.00

4.00

3.00

2.00

1.00

0.00

- 1.00

-2.00

-3.00

Ftcuns 9. UNEMPLoYMTNT FLUcruATroNS
ABSENT DEMAND

r973-3
l9'13-4
1974-t
t974-2
lg't4-3
1914-4
1975-1

r979-r
1979-2
t979-3
Lg't9-4
r980-1
t980-2

- 0.8
0.3

- 0.7
0.5

- 1.8

- 0.?

- 1.5

- 0.5

- 0,4
0.'t

- 0.8
0.2

- 3.2

- 1.9

- 0.4

- 0.0

- 1.5

- 1.0
1.1

2.8

Nolesi
"The identifled innovations are obtained by applying

the transformation of Section I to the fitted-\IAR resid-
uals. By construction, the standard deviations of these
innovations are equal to I percent.

"The estimated innovations for tbe other cases follow
the same pattem as above.

Notice that the supply component in out-
put, presented in Figure 7, is clearly not a
deterministic trend. It exhibits slower growth
in the late 1950s, as well as in the 1970s.

Figures 9 and 10 give the supply and
demand components it unemployn'terl. Un-
employment fluctuations due to demand cor-
respond closely to those in the demand com-
ponent of GNP. This is consistent with our
earlier frnding on the mkror image moving
average responses of 

.unemployment 
and

output growth to demand disturbances. The
model attributes substantial fluctuation in
unemployment to supply disturbances, again
with increases in the late 1950s and around
the time of the oil disturbances of the 1970s.r1

r 9?0
- 0.3

- 7.7
0.6
0.2
1i
1.9

1910I 960

FrcuRr 10. UNruployr,cvr FLUcruATroNs DuE
To DEMAND

negative demand disturbances. Similarly, the
1979-80 recession is first dominated by a
large negative supply disturbance in the iec-
ond quarter of. 79'19, and then a large

Jlegative demand disturbance a year later.
Without appearing to interpret every single
residual, we find these estimated sequences
of demand and supply disturbances ionsis-
tent with less formal descriptions of these
episodes.lo

. 
loFormal 

evidence of a slightly different nature is
also available. In Blanchrd aad Watson (1986), evi-
dence from four time-series is used ro decompose-fluc-
tuations into supply and demaad disturbances. There
the recession of 1975 is attributed in roughly equal
proPortions to adverse demand and supply disiur
oances, that of 1980 mostly to demmd disturbances. To
see bow much our cheacterization of the dynmic
effects of demand and supply disturbuces depend on
the 19?3-76 episode, we rlisl.ut.d rhe model, leaving

out 1973-l to1976-4. The esrimated dynamic effects of
both demand and supply disturbances were nearly iden-
tical to those described above.IlBy 

construction, the supply component of unem-
ployment is close to actual unemployment for the first
few obseruations in the sample. Thus, the large decrease
from 1950 ro 1952 in the supply component simply
reflects the actual movement in unemployment in this
period. In light of this, we reestimated the model from
1955-2 through the end of our sample. We found lttle
change in the empirical results.
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Teslp 2-VeRlANcr DgcoMposrrroN oF Ourpur AND UNEMPLoYMENT
(CHANGE rN Ourpur GRowrH Ar 1973/1974; UxewloncNr DETRTNDED)

Percentage of Variance Due to Demard:

Output Unemployment

51.9
(35.8,7i.6)

63.9
(41.8,80.3)

i3.8
(46.2,85.6)

80.2
(49.7,89.5)

87.3
(53.6,s2.9)

86.2
(s2.9,92,r)

85.6
(52.6,9r.6)

TABlJ 2A-VAHANCE DEcoMposrrroN oF OuTpur AND UNEMPLoYMENT
(No DUMMY BREAK, Ttue Tnrwo rr.r UNEMpLoyMEI{r)

Percentage of Variance Due to Demand:

SEPTEMBER 1989 VOL.79 NO.4 BLANCHARD AND QUAH: DEMAND AND SUPPLy DISTURBANCES

TIgLE 2B-VlRreNcE DEcoMposrrroN or Ourput eNp UNEMPLoYMENT
(CHANcE rN Ourpur Gnowrs er 1913/1974; No TRIND rN UNEMpLoyrrENr)

Percentage oI Variance Due to Demand:

Horizon
(Quarters)

1

2

3

4

8

t2

40

Horizon
(Quarters)

1

Output

99.3

(75.0,99,8)

99.'t
(7'1.6,99.9)

99.4

(76.r,99.7)
98.6

(72.9,99.2)

86.3
(s3,2,91.5)

15.5
(40.9,83.0)

50.4
(12.5, s4.8)

Unemployment

99.0
(16.9,99.7)

99.6
(78,4,99.9)

99.0
(76.0,99.6)

91.9
(71,0,98.9)

81.7
(46.3,87.0)

67.6
(30.9,73.9)

39.3
(7.s,3e.3) I

1

J

4

8

12

40

t,lifl

-in

50.'7

(32.0,79.9)
63.2

(36.6,83.3)
73.4

(40.8,88.3)
80.0

(44.3,9r.7)
88.4

(50.0,94.6)
88.9

(49.9,94.6)
90.0

(49.7,95.0)

i

i

I

TABLE 2C-VAPJANcE DEcoMposrrroN oF OuTprJT AND UNEMpLo\,}itENr
(No DUMMY BRrAr, No Tnrruo rn Ulaurrcvuenr)

Percentage of Vaiaace Due to Demmd:

Horizon
(Qurters)

I
Outpul UDemployment

45.2

(20.t,17.6)
50.2

(23.4,79.9)

44.2

(20.4,77.0)

38.9
(7't .1,'12.7)

19.6
(8.8,54.4)

t2.9
(6.5,43.5)

5.2
(2.4,t'1.7)

Horizon
(Quarters)

1

2

3

4

8

12

40

Output

83,8
(59.4,93.9)

87.s
(62.8,95.4)

83.4
(58.8,93.3)

78.9
(53.5,90.0)

52.5

(3r.4,68.6)
37.8

(21.3,51.4)
18.7

(7.4,23.s)

Unemployment

19..1

(55,3,92.0)
88.2

(58.9,95.2)

93.5
(61.3,97.5)

95.',l

(63.9,98.2)
88.9

(63.s,94.5)
19.1

(s8.8,90.3)
7 5.9

(56.9,88.6)

99.8
(76.6,100.0)

98.3

(72.8,99.3)
92.7

(67.t,97.8)
85.9

(62.7,95.8)
60.5

(44.3,89.6)
47.6

(35.2,87.8)
40.5

(31.4,87.1)

2

3

4

8

t2

40

B. Variance Decompositions

While the above empirical evidence is sug-
gestive, a more formal statistical assessment

can be given by computing variance decom-
positions for output and unemployment at
various horizons.

Tables 2, afi zA-C give this variance
decomposition for the different cases. The
table has the following interpretation. Define
the k quarter-ahead forecast error in output
as the difference between the actual value of
output and its forecast from equation (2) as

of k quarters earlier. This forecast error is
due to both unanticipated demand and sup-

ply disturbances in the last k quarters. The
number for output at horizon k, k =1,.. . ,40
gives the percentage of variance of the
k-quarter ahead forecast error due to de-
mand. The contribution of supply, not re-
ported, is given by 100 minus that number.
A similar interpretation holds for the num-
bers for unemployment. The numbers in
parentheses are one standard deviation
bands, surrounding the point estimate.l2

l2Again, 
these bands re asymmetric, md obtained

as described above.

Our identifying restrictions impose only
one restriction on the variance decomposi-
tions, namely that the contribution of supply
disturbancei to the variance of output tindi
to unity as the horizon increases. All other
aspects are unconstrained.

, Two principal conclusions emerge from
tnese tables.
,. First, the data do not give a precise an-
slver as to the relative contribution of de-
mand and supply disturbances to move-
ments in output at short and medium-term
nonzons. The results vary across alternative
treatments of break and trend. In the base

case, the relative contribution of demand
disturbances to output fluctuations, at a four
quarters horizon, in 98 percent. This contri-
bution falls to 79 percent when no break is
allowed but there is a time trend in unem-
ployment, remains about the same when a
break is allowed in output growth but there
is no trend in the unemployment rate. When
neither a break nor a trend is permitted, it is
only 39 percent. Next, the standard error
bands are quite large in each case, ranging
from 71 to 99 percent in the base case, 54 to
90 percent in case A, 'r.3 to 99 percent in case
B, and 17 to 73 percent in case C. Evidently
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when a break is permitted in output growth,

the treatment of the trend in unemployment

aDDears to be quite unimportant. These cases

aie also when the demand contribution is

more precisely estimated. Despite the dil
ferences across estimates, and the uncer-

taintv associated with each set, we view the

resulis as suggesting an important role for

demand disturbances in the short run'

Second, estimates of the relative contribu-
tion of the different disturbances lo unem-

ploymenl do not appear to vary-a-great deal

acioss alternative treatments of break and

trend. The contribution of demand distur-
bances, four quarters ahead, to unemploy-

ment fluctuations varies from 80 to 96 per-

cent. In the base case, the one standard error

band ranges from 50 to 90 percent with a

point estimate of 80 percent. In all cases, the

iemand disturbance appears to be quite im-
portant for unemployment fluctuations at all
horizons.

VI. Conclusion and Extensions

We have assumed the existence of two

tvpes of disturbances generating unemploy-

ment and output dynamics, the first type

having permanent effects on output, the sec-

ond having only transitory effects. We have

argued that these two types of disturbances

could usefully be interpreted as supply and

demand shocks. Under that interpretation,
we have concluded that demand distur-
bances have a hump-shaped effect on output
and unemployment which disappears after

approximately two to three years, and that

supply disturbances have an effect on outPut
which cumulates over time to reach a plateau

after five years. We have also concluded that

demand disturbances make a substantial

contribution to output fluctuations at short-

and medium-term horizons; however, the

data do not allow us to quantify this contri-
bution with great Precision.

While we find this simple exercise to have

been worthwhile, we also be[eve that further
work is needed, especially to validate and

refine our identification of shocks as supply

and demand shocks. We have in mind two

speciflc extensions. The first is to examine

the co-movements of what we have labeled

the demand and supply components of GNP
with a larger set of macroeconomic vari-

ables. Preliminary results appear to confirm
our interpretation of shocks. We flnd in par-

ticular the supply component of GNP to be

positively correlated with real wages at high
to medium frequencies, while no such corre-
lation emerges ior the demand component.I3
The second extension is to enlarge the

system to one in four variables, unemploy-
ment, output, prices, and wages. This would

also allow examination of different ques-

tions from an alternative perspective, as in
Blanchard (1989), As one might expect, wage

and price data will help identify more explic-
itly supply and demand disturbances. Re-

search by Jordi Gali (1988), Sung-in Jun

(1988), and Matthew Shapiro and Watson
(1988) has already extended our work in that
particular direction.

Technical Appendix

This technical appendix discusses further
and establishes the claims made in the sec-

tion on interpretation.
First, we asserted in the text that our

identification scheme is approximately cor-
rect even when both disturbances have per-

manent effects on the level of output, pro-
vided that the long-run effect of demand on

output is small. We now prove this.
The first element of the model, output

growth, has the moving average rePresenta-

tion in demand and supply disturbances:

LY, : arr( L) e o, + arr(L) e,,,

where ar,(1) is the cumulative effect on the

level of output yof the disturbance er'The
moving average representation C(I), to-
gether with the innovation covariance matrix
0, is related to our desired interpretable
representation through some identifying ma-

13The methodology md results will be described in a

future paper. The statement in the text refers to the sum

of corrilations from lags - 5 to + 5 between the supply

innovation derived in this paper md the innovations

in real wages obtained from univariate ARIMA es-

timation.

Fry'
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trix S, such that:

SS'= 0, and A(L) : C(r)s.

The model is identifled by choosing a unique
identifying matrix S. In the paper, we
selected the unique matrix S such that
a,,(1) = o'

Let the long-run effect of the demand
disturbance be 6 instead, where 6> 0 with-
out loss of generality. For each 6, this im-
plies a different idenrifying matrix .S(6). Ler
lS(6)- S(0)l : max;,i(Si*(6)- S,o(0))r; this
measures the deviation iir the implied identi-
fying matrix from that which we use. Since
the approximation is thus seen to be a
finite-dimensional problem, any matrix norm
will induce the same topology, which is all
that is needed to srudy the continuity prop-
ertres of our identification scheme. All of the
empirical results vary continuously in S rel-
ative to this topology. Thus, it is sufficient to
show that

ls(6)-s(o)l-6 2s 6-0.

In words, if an economy has long-run effects
in demand that are ,*ull brt difrerent from
zero, our identifying scheme which incor-
rectly assumes the long-run effects to be zero
nevertheless recovers approximately the cor-
rect point estimates.

PROOF:
We prove this as follows. Since both S(0)

and S(6) are matrix square roots of 0, there
extsts an orthogonal matrix tr(6) such that:

s(6) = s(o)I/(6), where v(6)v(6),: r.

Then the long-run effect of demand is the
(1,1) element in the matrix:

z(1; 6) : c(1)s(6) : c(1)s(o) r/(6).

But recall that rhe elements of the first row
of C(1)S(0) are respecrively, the long-run
eflects of demand and of supply on the level
of output, when the long-run effect of de-
mand is restricted to be iero. Thus for any

f(0), ltre new implied long-run effect of
qemand is simply the long-run effect of sup-

ply (under our identifying assumption that
the long-run effect of demand is zero) multi-
plied by the (2,2) element of the orthogonal
matrix Z(6). As 6 tends to zero, the (2,2)
element of Iz(6) tends continuously to zero
as well. But, up to a column sign change, the
unique tr/(6) with (2,2) element equal to zero
is the identity matrix. This establishes that
S(0) + S(0), element by elemenr. Hence, we
have shown that lS(6)- S(0)1 + 6 as 6 - 0.

Next, we turn to the effects of multiple
demand and supply disturbances: Suppose
that there is a poXT vector of demand-dis-
turbances fa, and a psxl vector of supply
drsturbances /,,, so that:

/ A)i'\ I n,,(r),

\ u, I \r,(z)'

"::lil:)(';:),where B;1 are column vectors of analytic
functioni; .B^ has the same dimension ai/r,
B;2 has th6 same dimension as /,, and
E,,r(r): (l- z)Brre), for some veiror of
analytic functions B,r. Each disturbance has
a different distributed lag effect on output
and unemployment.

Since our VAR method allows identifica-
tion of only as many disturbances as ob-
served variables, it is immediate that we will
not be able to recover the individual compo-
nents of l: Ui 1,,),.

To clarify the issues involved, we provide
an explicit example where our procedure
produces misleading results. Suppose that
there is only one supply disturbance and
two demand disturbances: Ir,= (for.,, frr..,)'.
Suppose further that the first demanf disiur-
bance affects only output, while the second
demand disturbance affects only unempioy-
ment. The supply disturbance affects both
output and unemployment. Formally, as-
sume that the true model is:

r :(^;): (';' -0, 'sl.';:;)

E

$..

An unrestricted VAR representation corre-
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number of actual and explicitly modeled dis-
turbances be benign?

We state the necessary and sufficient con-
ditions for this as a theorem which is proved
below.

THEOREM: Let X be a biuariate stochastic
sequence generated by

(i) x, = B(L)|,;
(ii) , = (l;, f,',)', with fopa x1, /,4 x1;
(ili) ELl,-k: I il k:0, and 0 otherwise;

(iv) .B(z) :(il:;], i;l:l ),
(v) 8,,(z) = (7- z)BrrQ);
(ui) 0rr, 821, Be, Bn are column ueclors

of analytic functions; B, and Brrpoxl, B*
and Brrp,xl;

(vii) B.B* is lull rank on lzl=L, where *

denotes complex conjugation lollowed by
transposilion.

Then there exists a biuariate mouing auer-

age represenlalion for X, X,= A(L)e,, such

thati

(viii) r(z) :(:ll:] ","."), *r, o11, a12t

a2t, a22 scalar functions, det A* 0 lor all lzl
<1;

(ix) a,,(z) : (l- z)arr(z), with a, ana-
lytic on lzl<7; and

(x) e, : (7,), nr,r,-o= I if k : 0, and is 0

othenrise.
In the biuariate represenlation, e, is or-

thogonal to 1,, and e, is orthogonal to ld, at
all leads and lags if and only if there exists a

pair of scalar functions lL,12 such that:

B:l-:''rFw

Brr= 72'Bp'

Conditions (i)-(vii) describe the true data
generating process for the observed data in
output growth and unemployment. There are
p, demand and 4 supply disturbances; (v)
expresses the requirement that demand dis-
turbances have only transitory effects on the
/euel of output. Condition (vii) is a regularity
condition that allows the existence of a VAR
mean square approximation. The moving av-

erage recovered by our VAR procedure is

described by (viii)-(x): the theorem guaran-
tees that there always exists such a represen-
tation.
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sponding to this data generating process is

fbund by applying the calculations in Yu
Rozanov (1967), Theorem 10.1' (pp' 44-48).

The implied moving average rePresentation

is:

X,=
11\
tr EQ- 

L) 
l't,, Ert,ni: L

Aol
It is straightforward to verify that the matrix
covariogram implied by this moving average

matches that of the true underlying model.

Further, the unique zero of the determinant

is 2, and consequently lies outside the unit
circle. Therefore this moving average repre-

sentation is, as asserted, obtained from the

vector autoregressive representation of the

true modei.
However, this moving average does not

satisfy our identifying assumption that the

"demand" disturbance has only transitory
effects on the level of output. We therefore

apply our identifying transformation to ob-

tain:

This moving average representation is what

we would recover if in fact the data are

generated by the three disturbances (fat, lrr,
/,). Notice that while the supply disturbance

/, affects both output growth and unemploy-
ment equally and only contemporaneously,
we would identify e, to have a larger effect

on output than on unemployment, together
with a distributed lag effect on outPut. Fur-
ther a positive demand disturbance, re-

stricted to have only a transitory. effect on
output, is seen to have a contemPoraneous

negative impact on unemployment. In the

true model however, no demand distur-
bances affect output and unemployment to-
gether, either contemporaneously or at any

lag. In conclusion, a researcher following our
bivariate procedure is likely to be seriously

misled when in fact the true underlying
model is driven by more than two distur-
bances. Having seen this, we ask under what
circumstances will this mismatch in the

The second part of the theorem establishes
necessary and sufficient conditions on the
underlying model such that the bivariate
identification procedure does not inappro-
priately confuse demand and supply distur-
bances. In words, correct identiflcation is
possible if and only if the individual dis-
tributed lag responses in output growth and
unemployment are sufficiently similar across
the different demand disturbances, and
across the different supply disturbances. This
does not mean that the dynamic responses in
output growth and unemployment across de-
mand disturbances must be identical or pro-
portional, simply that rhey differ up to a
scalar lag distribution.

Thus even though in general a bivariate
procedure is misleading, there are important
and reasonable sets of circumstances under
which our technique provides the "correct"
answers. For instance, suppose that there is
only one supply disturbance but multiple
demand disturbances. Suppose further that
each of the demand components in the level
of output has the same distributed lag rela-
tion with the corresponding demand c6mpo-
nent tn unemployment. This assumption
ls consistent with our "production func-
tion"-based interpretations below. Then our
procedure correctly distinguishes the dy-
namic effects of demand ani supply compo-
nents in output and unemployment.

PROOF or THEOREM: By (i)-(ui), the
matrix spectral density of X is giuen by Sy(o): B(z)B(z)*11,1-r By reasoning anatogous
to that in pp.44-48 in Rozanou (7967), there
ex.ists a 2X2 matrix function C, each of
whose elentents are analytic, with detC+O
lor lzl<7, and Sr:CC* on lzl=1. Tnis
represenls X as a mouing auerage in wit
uariance orthogonal white noise, obtainable
lrom its VAR ntean square approximation.
Howe-uer, such a mouing orrrogi C treed not
sa.tisfy the condirion thit the frt @emand)
distu.rbance lruue only transitoil, imp'act on thet:!r! 

"f output (cindition (ix)).' Form the
2X2 orthogonal matrix M whose secotrd col-
umn- is the transpose ol the first row of C
eualuated at z =i, nornializei ro haue teigth
L, as a uector. Then A=CM prouides the
tno.uing auerage representatioi satis/ying(uiii)-(x). Foi the iecond part ol *e'inei

rem, nolice that A has been construcled so
that on lzl:11

l7- zl2larrl2 + larrl2

11-,|'Bi(Bi,).

+ Bi\(Bi)*;

(1 - z) arra!, * arra !2

= (t- z)Bi,@;).

+ Bir(B jr)*;

la rrl2 + 1a rrl2 
: 8i,,.( B rr)*

+ B;2(Bz)*.

For e, to be orthogonal to f,, and e, to be
orlllogonal to ld at all leads and lags, it is
necessary^and sfficient that on lzl=11
(a) l^,,1'- : Bir( Bir)*;
(b) la,zl' : Biz(Bi)*;
(c) a,,af, : BiJBi)*;
(d\ a,.al": Bi"(84.\*:
(e) la" rrlt : B ir'Gt iri; ;
$) larzl': Biz(Bi)*.

Consider relations (a),(c), and_(e). Denot-
ing contplex conjugation of B by B, the trian-
gle inequality implies that:

Pd

L$rvn11,
j:1

I
l

-r-l

&: (i(1- 
r) i(3- r) 

)(:'J)

- lpo I

t1t Bzi= 
lEr,,,rr,l=

u,here the inequality is strict unless BT is a
complex scalar multiple ol B, for each z on

lzl:1. Next, by the Cauchy-Sclmarz inequal-
ily,

Dr B u, a ;,1 = (Lt 0,, l,)" .(Lt u,,,r)' ",

again with strict inequality except when B, is
a complex scalar multiple ol Bru for eachi an

lzl:7. Theretore:

lo, a li2 < lorrl,. la rrlr, on lzl --1,

where the inequality is strict except when 81
is a complex scalar multiple of B, on lzl:L.
But the strict inequality is a conliadiction as

td
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d,, and a.. are iusl scalar functions' Thus

fi), t.l, oid 1r1-ron be simultaneously satis-

nri if 
'ona 

oniv if there exists some complex
'scalar functioi y,1z) such that Brr= Yr'0rr'
A simi'lar arsumint applied to (b)' (d), and

(l) shows tiat they cin hold simultaneously if
ind onlv if there exists some complex scalar

functioi yr1z1 such that Brr:7r'Brr' This
'establishe{the theorem. tr
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